
No./No

1

Project No./No de projet Departmental Representative / représentant ministériel  Date

5443 Allan Smith 17-Dec-2019

Notice: This addendum shall form part of the tender documents and all conditions shall apply and be read in conjunction 

with the original plans and specifications.

Nota: Cet addenda fait partie intégrale des dossiers d'appel; toutes les conditions énoncées doivent être lues et 

appliquées en conjonction avec les plans et les devis originaux.

Item No Description

1 Alternate fan coil: VBA series acceptable alterante JCI AVI series, HPY series 

acceptable alternate JCI FNP series. See General Instructions 01 10 010 Section 

5.

2 Alternate silencers: VAW.  See General Instructions 01 10 010 Section 5.

3 Clarification: Drawings 5443-M107

Detail 4: Diffuser tag -size and flow are reversed. 

4 Clarification: Drawing 5543-M002

6.4.1: “or soldered” to be deleted.

12.1.1: “Connection: NPT” to be added 

13.2.7: “Victaulic” to be deleted.

5 Clarification: 77FCU1015 comes with a VFD, electrical contractor needs to install, 

connect and commission it. 

6 Clarification: Drawing E104 panel schedule missing the * symbol for new breaker. 

7 See attached commisioning check list to be completed for all new fan coils

8

Room 1036 - AV equipment will not be recoated, contractor to protect as required

9 See attached DSR for Sussex
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S77 Fancoils Replacement/ S77 Remplacement des ventilo-convecteurs



10 Question: Will a space be provided for a metal / refuse bin? Or must the removed 

existing material be removed from site each day?

Response: Location for a bin or trailer will be provided, work area to be kept clean 

at all times.

11 Question: Can you please provide your contact information who we can reach out 

to for the mandatory sub-trades we must use for controls and sprinklers? 

Response: Controls contractor/contact information is specified in mechanical 

specifications item 28.9.  Fire protection contractor used at this building is Vipond 

Inc. (613) 225-0538.

12 Question: Can I please see a list of the sign in sheet for the attendees for both 

site visit days? 

Response: See attached.

13 Question: With regards to the requirement that one unit is to be removed and 

replaced before we are allowed to move on to the next area – has anyone tested 

the existing isolation valves for each unit? Do they function properly and will not 

allow fluid to pass? If the existing valves should fail after the award of this project, 

is there a secondary isolation valve for a larger area of room’s near-by that can be 

used to avoid any potentials for a complete system drain down? Is a drain down in 

any form expected to be completed during this project?

Response: Refer to general note 26 on M001. NRC to assist contractor in 

isolations and If the valve does not hold it will be dealt with by NRC or through 

CCN.

14 Question: What are the contents of the existing piping system to be worked on? 

Looking for safety concerns (MSDS Info), as well as to know the fluids which 

need to be topped up as needed.

Response: Magnus F3190 is used in the system. See attached MSDS sheet.

15 Question: For room 1017, closet space, will you require a new access door to be 

supplied and installed in this space? Or do you want to have it returned to a full 

drywall ceiling with no access points? If new access door is required / requested, 

please specify size and specifications for new door.

Response: Refer to sheet A01, detail 4: A new suspended ceiling system is to be 

installed.

16 Question: For room 1017 washroom space, will you require a new larger access 

door to be supplied and installed? Or will you like the existing access door to be 

reused? If new, please specify size and provide specifications for new door.

Response: Refer to sheet A01, detail 4: A new suspended ceiling system is to be 

installed.



17 Question: Can we please request an extension on this tender? Closing day of 

Monday December 23, 2019 will have its issues….staffing at our suppliers / sub-

trades will be limited and we expect issues in obtaining our pricing in a timely 

manner due to people taking the week off for Christmas holidays. Please extend 

until January 7, 2020.

Response: New Closing date Will be Jan 8, 2020.

18 Question: The start date of January 23, 2020 – is this flexible or is this start date a 

hard start? Asking as I am worried about the turn-around from shop drawing 

approval stage to actually getting the units on site for installation if we are not 

allowed to go ahead and do removal and preparation for the installation of the 

new units? Please advise on how flexible the start date is, and the completion 

date of only 12 weeks after the tender is awarded.

Response: Schedule to be set with successful contractor.  All work to be 

completed by May 15, 2020.

19 Question: I noted what appears to be black mold on pipe insulation in a few areas 

above the ceiling level. Will this mold be remediated by the owner prior to the start 

of this project? Or will a cash allowance be provided to have everyone on a level 

playing field with regards to what is allowed for / expected from us on this matter? 

(The one area that was very noticeable to me was in room 1099 – see attached 

picture.)

Response: Contractor is responsible to remove insulation, follow CCA Mould 

Guideline for the Canadian construction Industry.

20 Question: Is there a loading dock that can be utilized to load our new units and 

materials into the building? If so, can you please provide a building layout as to 

where this area is in relation to the rooms where work is to occur?

Response: Loading dock can be utilized and is located at rear of building on 

basement level, work areas are distributed around 1st floor.

21 Question: What is the allowable maximum time we have for each unit / space to 

get the work required 100% completed before we MUST vacate and hand the 

space back over to the owner to be utilized by its occupant again?

Response: Room 1016- 4 days, Rooms 1015 and 1017 combined 3 weeks, Room 

1036- 4 days, Rooms 1095/1097/1099 combined 7 days, Room 1124- 4 days.

22 Question: Is there a detail for the floor protection required in the President’s 

Office? 

Response: The 1st 12' of the presidents office floor adjacent to the work areas 

and any pathway to area to be covered with rolled mat and the matting will be 

covered with 1/4" protection board .   



23 Question: Is there a detail for the seismic an hanging requirements for the fan coil 

units? 

Response: Refer to conceptual hanging detail 3/M004. Seismic design by 

contractors as per specifications.











FAN COIL COMMISSIONING CHECKLIST FOR EXISTING FAN COILS

FAN COIL UNIT NUMBER:

FAN COIL UNIT LOCATION:

CONTROLLER ONLINE (Y/N):

SPACE TEMP: BAS READING THERMOCOUPLE READING

FAN SPEED STATUS:

OFF Amps

LOW SPEED Amps

MED SPEED Amps

HIGH SPEED Amps

CWV SPRING RANGE: TO PSIG CORRESPONDING BAS SIGNAL: TO mA (BAS CONTRACTOR TO REQUEST NRC ASSISTANCE IF NEEDED)

HWV SPRING RANGE: TO PSIG CORRESPONDING BAS SIGNAL: TO mA (BAS CONTRACTOR TO REQUEST NRC ASSISTANCE IF NEEDED)

FROM BAS, COMMAND CWV CLOSED:

RECORD I/P CURRENT TRANSDUCER: PSIG

PHYSICALLY CHECK VALVE IS CLOSED (Y/N)

FROM BAS, COMMAND CWV OPEN:

RECORD I/P CURRENT TRANSDUCER: PSIG

PHYSICALLY CHECK VALVE IS OPEN (Y/N)

FROM BAS, COMMAND HWV CLOSED:

RECORD I/P CURRENT TRANSDUCER: PSIG

PHYSICALLY CHECK VALVE IS CLOSED (Y/N)

FROM BAS, COMMAND HWV OPEN:

RECORD I/P CURRENT TRANSDUCER: PSIG

PHYSICALLY CHECK VALVE IS OPEN (Y/N)

ADDITIONAL CHECKLIST ITEMS FOR NEW FAN COILS

HAS GLOBAL TEMPERATURE ADJUSTMENT (GTA) BEEN INCORPORATED INTO THE PROGRAM (Y/N)?

GRAPHICS CREATED (Y/N)?

LINK TO WRITTEN SEQUENCE (Y/N)?

EQUIPMENT SHOWN ON BAS FLOOR PLAN (Y/N)?

NETWORK LAYOUT SHOWN ON BAS FLOOR PLAN (Y/N)?

SAP EQUIPMENT ID USED (Y/N)?

BAS CONTROLLER LABELLED (Y/N)?

POWER SOURCE LABELLED ON CONTROLLER (Y/N)?

IF CONTROLLER IS MOUNTED IN CEILING SPACE, HAS LOCATION OF CONTROLER BEEN IDENTIFIED ON T-BAR WITH AN ORANGE DOT STICKER (Y/N)?
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